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Those in charge of carrying out urban renewal projects are present on the field of these projects, and yet they are almost 
absent from the literature on the subject. So far, researchers have focused on political stakeholders, the institutional 
framework, social and urban objectives, and the populations of the areas covered by the 2003 ANRU demolition policy: 
sensitive urban areas (ZUS, zone urbaine sensible). Yet those who implement urban renewal projects are the embodiment of 
such projects and an indispensable player in urban renewal, because of the often unique practices that they have developed 
on field and because of the conflicts that are inherent to urban renewal, whether within an institution or between authorities 
and residents. On the basis of this study about rehousing officials, I formulate the following hypothesis: tensions around 
urban renewal are not an external interference; they are caused directly by by the dominated position of rehousing officials 
within the institutional framework of demolition projects. Institutional framework, here, means the legal framework of 
rehousing as well as the position of those in charge of rehousing, on a hierarchical scale – both professional and symbolic – 
of tasks and services (admistrative, technical and financial) linked with urban renewal. This hypothesis was formulated on 
the basis of a field study that I carried out from November 2008 to February 2011 in the rehousing department of an “office 
public départemental” (local State office in charge of social housing) in the Paris suburb. There I performed a long 
observation of the bureaucratic aspects and framework of this department's activity and I followed many rehousing 
procedures in four different ZUS areas. Why are rehousing officials relegated and how? Why does it contribute to the 
frequent conflicts in renewal projects? 
Rehousing officials are in a difficult position for several reasons. First, the institutional framework is not clear enough 
because these officials' duties are not defined clearly enough. Rehousing was developed only recently by most lessors, as it 
implies moving away from the traditional rules applying to sensitive issues such as the allocation of housing and the 
collection of unpaid rent. Therefore, rehousing activities are both ignored and criticized by other stakeholders, which is 
surprising and regrettable as rehousing plays a key role in projects. Rehousing officials are the link between developers and 
the public. This is why they also tend to centralise all the political and institutional conflicts around urban renewal. Second, 
in the department that I studied, most employees in charge of rehousing have a similar social background; their social 
position tends to be lower and more unstable than that of their colleagues in other departments. Third and last, this difficult 
position is due to the fact that ZUS areas and their residents are traditionally looked down upon; colleagues of rehousing 
officials sometimes express dislike and lack of understanding towards these 'dangerous' and 'dirty' areas  and they tend to 
consider rehousing officials as part of these areas which they strongly dislike. All of these factors contribute to rehousing 
being considered as ranking lowest in the hierarchy of tasks related to urban renewal. In this sense, rehousing includes 
activities such as 'phasing' and 'financing package' carried out by technical and financial executives as well as the clearly 
identifed and recognised work of qualified builders who rehabilitate existing housing when it is reallocated.  
This relegation in its various forms goes beyond the symbolic and moral issue. I will explore its direct consequences on the 
professional practices of rehousing officials and on the way projects are carried out. I will look at coordination problems 
between institutional players and at the relations with tenants within a rehousing scheme. In this paper, I want to sketch a 
'bottom-up' approach to urban renewal. First I want to identify the social factors of tensions at the institutional level; second, 
I will describe how renewal is carried out concretely (that includes the techniques used by rehousing officials who have to 
progressively convince residents comply with the lessor's expectations and the constraints that the lessor is submitted to); 
third, I will explore private and public forms of legitimizations for projects in which rehousing practices play a key role. 
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